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Proposed Curriculum  
 

Beginning Guitar 
 
A - Individual Performance 
1. utilize correct posture for the acoustic guitar (QCC) 
2. read, name, and play natural notes in first position with rhythms of quarter notes, half 

notes, quarter rests, and half rests (QCC) 
3. read and perform basic rhythms in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 time signatures (QCC) 
4. employ correct hand and finger position in first position (QCC) 
5. perform class repertoire to expected, beginning competency level (QCC) 
6. perform natural note scale in first position (QCC) 
7. perform chromatic scale in first position (QCC) 
8. perform basic blues scale in different positions (QCC) 
9. read and perform basic rhythm guitar using D, D7, dm, A, A7, am, E, E7, em, G, G7, B7, 

C, and F chords in first position (QCC) 
10. perform basic D, A, E, G, C, em, and am progressions (QCC) 
11. perform 12-bar blues in several keys (QCC) 
12. read and perform power chords (QCC) 
13. improvise a melody from a given range of pitches (QCC) 
 
B - Group Performance 
14. perform class repertoire to expected competency level in both small and large ensembles 

(QCC) 
15. improvise on blues scale with chordal accompaniment (QCC) 
16. demonstrate competencies in rehearsal and performance related to individual 

responsibility to group as pertaining to attendance, punctuality, cooperation, leadership, 
listening, preparation, and acceptable behavior (QCC) 

 
C - Cultural and Historical Context 
17. perform music from rock, blues, and other genres to expected, beginning competency 

level (QCC) 
18. use print and non-print media to locate information about music and musicians (QCC) 
19. explore music of composers and performers of various cultural and ethnic backgrounds 

and their contributions to guitar music (QCC) 
20. explain the evolution and history of the guitar and guitar music (QCC) 
21. demonstrate knowledge of different kinds of guitars (acoustic, classical, electric, bass, 

etc.) (QCC) 
22. identify music related careers (QCC) 
23. demonstrate basic use of music technology in music classroom (QCC) 
 
D - Music Theory 
24. demonstrate knowledge of verse, chorus, bridge, intro, and outro structure in songs 

(QCC) 
25. demonstrate knowledge of formal structure of class repertoire (QCC) 
26. use musical vocabulary necessary to study, rehearse, and perform beginning guitar 

music (QCC) 
27. identify musical symbols and their meanings (QCC) 
 
E - Instrument Care 
28. demonstrate proper care and maintenance of guitar (QCC) 
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Intermediate Guitar 
 
A - Individual Performance 
29. utilize correct posture for the acoustic guitar (QCC) 
30. sight-read natural notes in first position with rhythms of quarter notes, half notes, whole 

notes, dotted half notes, and the relative rest values (QCC) 
31. read, name, and play notes with sharps and flats (QCC) 
32. read and perform more complex rhythms in 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 6/4, 3/8, and 6/8 time 

signatures (QCC) 
33. employ correct hand and finger position in first position (QCC) 
34. perform class repertoire to expected, intermediate competency level (QCC) 
35. perform more advanced melodies with basic dynamics and articulation (QCC) 
36. improvise a melody from a given range of pitches (QCC) 
37. create and perform original "licks," progressions, and/or songs (QCC) 
38. expand knowledge of basic first position chords (QCC) 
39. explore different strumming patterns (QCC) 
40. read and perform barre chords (QCC) 
41. read and perform basic bass guitar (QCC) 
42. utilize correct hand and body positioning for the classical guitar (QCC) 
43. read and perform basic classical guitar arpeggios and tunes (QCC) 
44. tune instrument from a given low E and then using fourth and fifth frets (QCC) 
 
B - Group Performance 
45. perform class repertoire to expected, intermediate competency level in both small and 

large ensembles (QCC) 
46. perform as a member of a melodic trio (3 individual parts) (QCC) 
47. perform as a member of a rhythm, melody, and bass trio (QCC) 
48. demonstrate awareness of individual role within ensemble relating to balance, blend, 

dynamics, and phrasing (QCC) 
49. demonstrate competencies in rehearsal and performance related to individual 

responsibility to group as pertaining to attendance, punctuality, cooperation, leadership, 
listening, preparation, and acceptable behavior (QCC) 

 
C - Cultural and Historical Context 
50. perform music from rock, blues, jazz, classical, latin, mariachi, punk, reggae, folk, 

bluegrass, and other genres to expected, intermediate competency level (QCC) 
51. use print and non-print media to locate information about music and musicians (QCC) 
52. explore music of composers and performers of various cultural and ethnic backgrounds 

and their contributions to guitar music (QCC) 
53. explain the evolution and history of the guitar and guitar music (QCC) 
54. demonstrate knowledge of different kinds of guitars (acoustic, classical, electric, bass, 

etc.) (QCC) 
55. identify music related careers (QCC) 
56. demonstrate basic use of music technology in music classroom (QCC) 
 
D - Music Theory 
57. demonstrate knowledge of formal structure of class repertoire (QCC) 
58. use musical vocabulary necessary to study, rehearse, and perform beginning classical 

guitar music (QCC) 
59. use musical vocabulary necessary to study, rehearse, and perform intermediate acoustic 

guitar music (QCC) 
60. identify musical symbols and their meanings (QCC) 
61. demonstrate basic understanding of key signatures (QCC) 
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E - Instrument Care 
62. demonstrate proper care and maintenance of guitar (QCC) 
63. demonstrate ability to change guitar string (QCC) 
 

 
Advanced Guitar 

 
A - Individual Performance 
64. utilize correct posture for the acoustic guitar (QCC) 
65. sight-read all notes in first position, including sharps and flats with rhythms of quarter 

notes, half notes, whole notes, dotted half notes, sixteenths notes, eighth notes, dotted 
rhythms, and relative rest values (QCC) 

66. read rhythms in more advanced time signatures (QCC) 
67. employ correct hand and finger position in first through fifth positions (QCC) 
68. read and perform notes in first through fifth positions (QCC) 
69. perform class repertoire to expected, advanced competency level (QCC) 
70. perform scales using the three basic finger patterns from memory (QCC) 
71. perform melodies with more advanced phrasing, dynamics, and articulation (QCC) 
72. perform advanced jazz/pop chords (QCC) 
73. perform diminished chords (QCC) 
74. perform "cover" songs of various artists individually (QCC) 
75. create and perform original songs (QCC) 
76. tune instrument from a given low E and then using fourth and fifth frets (QCC) 
 
B - Group Performance 
77. perform class repertoire to expected, advanced competency level in both small and large 

ensembles (QCC) 
78. improvise a melody while others accompany with chords (QCC) 
79. create and perform original progressions and songs with other players (QCC) 
80. demonstrate awareness of individual role within ensemble relating to balance, blend, 

dynamics, and phrasing (QCC) 
81. play expressively as a group member (QCC) 
82. demonstrate competencies in rehearsal and performance related to individual 

responsibility to group as pertaining to attendance, punctuality, cooperation, leadership, 
listening, preparation, and acceptable behavior (QCC) 

 
C - Cultural and Historical Context 
83. perform music from rock, blues, jazz, classical, latin, mariachi, punk, reggae, folk, 

bluegrass, and other genres to expected, advanced competency level (QCC) 
84. use print and non-print media to locate information about music and musicians (QCC) 
85. explore music of composers and performers of various cultural and ethnic backgrounds 

and their contributions to guitar music (QCC) 
86. explain the evolution and history of the guitar and guitar music (QCC) 
87. identify music related careers (QCC) 
88. demonstrate use of music technology in music classroom (QCC) 
 
D - Music Theory 
89. demonstrate knowledge of formal structure of class repertoire (QCC) 
90. identify all key signatures, major and minor (QCC) 
91. recognize chordal structure (major, minor, augmented, and diminished) and relate it to 

key and scale (QCC) 
92. construct major, minor, augmented, and diminished triads (QCC) 
93. construct intervals from m2 to octave (QCC) 
94. construct 7 chords (QCC) 
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95. construct 9 and 13 chords (QCC) 
96. use musical vocabulary necessary to study, rehearse, and perform advanced guitar music 

(QCC) 
97. construct major and minor scales (QCC) 
98. create, arrange, notate, and perform melody for chosen instrument(s) ensemble (QCC) 
 
E - Instrument Care 
99. demonstrate proper care and maintenance of guitar (QCC) 
100. demonstrate ability to change guitar string (QCC) 
 

 
 

 


